
Acucraft Outdoor Fire
Always one-of-a-kind



At Acucraft, we know you want an outdoor fire feature that stands out. In order 

to do that you need a one-of-a-kind fireplace. The problem is all other fireplace 

manufacturers make the same boring, mass produced product, which makes 

you feel stuck and frustrated. We know what it feels like to want something 

better and different, which is why we guide you through the entire process. So 

stop being frustrated with limited, boring, mass-produced products, and instead 

have a one-of-a-kind fire feature that you will love forever!  

Why Acucraft

Custom Tall Linear Gas Fireplace - Ross, CA



Dual Outdoor Gas Fire Tables - Graton Resort & Casino - Rohnert Park, CA



Two back-to-back gas fireplaces add 
to the contemporary open floor plan 

of this gorgeous multi-million dollar 
home in Ross, CA. Acucraft designed 
two identical fireplaces for the project 
keeping within the tight constraints the 
project had and maintaining the quality, 
safety & performance of the fireplaces. 
The interior fireplace was sealed with 
glass while the exterior fireplace was 
completely open with logs.

TWIN FIREPLACES

Acucraft Custom 
Gas single sided 
open fireplace. 
Ross, California



Interior Fireplace



Outdoor Torch Fireplace - Fremont, CA



Outdoor Glass Fireplace - Seattle, WA



Outdoor Fireplace - Kansas City, MO



Outdoor Fire Pit with Glass - St. Paul, MN



Outdoor Fire Table - Orlando, FL

Outdoor Burner - Mesa, AZ



Outdoor Burners - East Jewett, NY

Outdoor See Through Fireplace - Hanover, MD



Custom Outdoor Fireplace - Dallas, TX

Everyone knows 
only the finest 

products make their 
way into Four Seasons 
Resorts. Known for 
their luxury amenities, 
this sunny Dallas, TX 
location wanted to find 
a fireplace that could 
seamlessly fit within 
their new rugged saloon 
where guests can enjoy 
innovative craft cocktails, 
local beer and the 
sounds of Janis Joplin & 
Stevie Ray Vaughn. This 
fireplace was custom 
designed for this space 
and includes a cor-ten 
finish and mammoth 
logset.







Rooftop Fire Table - Seattle, WA

Don’t be afraid to take your outdoor space to the next level 
with an Acucraft fire table.  After being awarded this 36-story 

apartment project Holmberg Mechanical knew they needed 
the highest quality fireplaces & fire features for the shared 
rooftop amenity space for residents. After being unable to find a 
manufacturer to fulfill those needs they found Acucraft.

Our fireplace experts co-created three gorgeous fireplaces for this 
project: a custom 6’ linear fire table on the rooftop, a 12’ linear 

open outdoor fireplace for the terrace, a 5’ linear gas fireplace for the 
lounge, and a 6’ angled linear fireplace for the lobby.





Outdoor Linear, Arc & L-Shaped Burners - Davidson, NC



10’ Outdoor Linear Burner - Seattle, WA

Outdoor Torch Burner - San Diego, CA



4’ Outdoor Linear Fire Table - Ashville, NC



12’ Linear Outdoor See-Through Gas Fireplace with Logs - Blaine, WA



10’ Linear Outdoor See Through Gas Fireplace - San Antonio, TX

Outdoor See Through Fireplace - Hanover, MD



Always One-of-a-Kind 
From unique models to 

crazy customs

call us today!
(888) 317-6499


